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The paper deals with the maximum stiffness (minimum compli
ance) design problem for nonlinear solid elastic plates in bending, 
assuming the plate thickness distribution as design variable. The 
constitutive law, written in terms of both local variables and char
acteristics, is given in the most general explicit form, through an 
expansion in Taylor's series of the local elastic potential function. 

The optimization problem is formulated both in general and po
lar coordinates, and the necessary conditions for stationarity, with 
their interpretation as governing equations of an adjoint structure, 
are given as well. 

Some mechanical features of such an adjoint structure are out
lined, and, in particular, the influence of approximations on the 
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actual constitutive relationship is shown. The particular case of a 
moment-curvature constitutive law expanded in power series, but 
truncated up to the second order, has been studied, and the or
thotropic nature of the adjoint material pointed out. 

1. Introduction 

Optimal design problems in linear elastic field have been widely studied in 
the past, and several approaches to solution procedures have been presented in 
literature. Classically, the problems are formulated in a variational form, which 
enables one to define an adjoint problem, particularly simple and useful in the 
linear case. 

The introduction of nonlinearities in the constitutive law makes the defi

nition of the adjoint material more complex, and the solution of the problem 

via optimality criterion method much more difficult. Even in the case of one

dimensional fiexural systems (see [1] , [2] and (3]) the a.djoint stress-strain rela
tionship shows a deeply different behavior with respect to the actual one. 

The two-dimensional case has been studied by Mroz, Kamat and Plaut 
[2], where again the non-homogeneous and linear nature of adjoint material is 
shown. 

In the present paper, and in the spirit of a former work (see [4]) dealing with 
the interpretation of adjoint constitutive law for nonlinear hyperelastic continua, 
some results on plates in bending will be presented. 

Starting from a general expression of the stress-strain relationship for the 
material, that is, assuming the existence of a local elastic potential, in Section 2 
some classical results of nonlinear elasticity (see Rainer (6]) are applied in order 
to express the constitutive law in a general and quasi-explicit form. 

In Section 3, the minimum compliance problem for a plate showing nonlinear 
behavior is formulated in general coordinates and the equations governing the 
adjoint problem derived. It is also shown how the adjoint constitutive law can 
be completely defined only through the introduction of some approximations in 

the model, and how such a law is strictly related to the choice of the adopted 
approximation. In particular, it is shown that if a quadratic dependence of 
moments on curvatures is assumed, then the adjoint material is linear, non
homogeneous and orthotropic, with principal axes of orthotropy defined by the 
principal directions of strain in the actual problem. 

Finally, in Section 4, the formulation of the problem, with the before men-
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tioned approximation, is specified in the case of a polar reference system, and 
the a.djoint state equations derived as well. 

2. The constitutive law 

Dealing with a general theory of nonlinear elastic structures, the choice of a 

suitable representation of stress-strain relationship (in terms of local variables 
or of their averages over the cross sections) usually represents the keystone of 
a significant formulation (see, as an example in the field of optimal design, the 
choices made in [3]). In fact, a constitutive law of this kind needs to be carefully 
considered, in order to fulfil both generality purposes and compactness of its an
alytical representation, with the goal, in other words, of being comprehensive of 

the particular cases, and keeping in mind the necessity of an easy manipulation 
in the computations to be performed. 

The most natural choice consists in the assumption of existence of an elastic 
potential (se, e.g., Mroz, Kamat, Plaut [2]) and in expressing the stress-strain 
relationship through its derivatives with respect to strains. 

On the other hand, in optimal structural design problems, for an explicit 
and correct interpretation of the mechanical behavior of the adjoint problem, 
a so general expression of the constitutive law enables one to highlight only 
some features of the problem, leaving in obscurity further difficulties which can 
arise as a consequence of the approximations obviously needed in order to solve 
practical problems. 

To this purpose, in this Section, making use of classical results in nonlinear 
elasticity (see Rainer [6]), a completely general expression of the elastic potential 

will be given, which, although not really explicit, can be easily explicitated when 
approximations are needed. 

Therefore, let the material be assumed hyperelastic, so that an elastic po

tential it= f1 (c) exists, which is function of the strains only and such that, in 
matrix form 

ail u=ae· (2.1) 

Moreover the material is assumed to be nonlinear; in such a case, the most 
general expression of potential f1 can be given through the following expansion 
in power series 

~ ~ ~ ~2 -s 
U(c) =Ao+Boc+Coc +'Doe+··· (2.2) 
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where dots indicate an infinity of similar terms. In Rel. (2.2) the coefficients of 

strains depend on the material constants only, and Ao is the value of the scalar 
function U at the reference state. 

Now, making use of the Cayley- Hamilton theorem of algebra of matrices, 

and following Rainer (see [5] and [6]), one has 

{2.3) 

and 

(2.4) 

with similar relations for higher order terms. 
In Rel.s (2.3) and (2.4) /t, J2 and Ja denote the three invariants of the strain 

tensor, while I is the identity matrix. 

In such a way, the development (2.2) can be rewritten as 

(2.5) 

where •. •t, Be and cl are now functions both of the material constants and of 
the three invariants lt, h, and la. 

If the material is homogeneous, as it will be assumed in the following, then 
strain coefficients do not depend on the point coordinates. 

In such a way, by virtue of (2.1) and (2.5), it is possible to write the stress
strain relationship for a homogeneous, hyperelastic and nonlinear material as 

(2.6) 

where the coefficients 

(2.7) 

{2.8) 

(2.9) 

have been defined. 

Note that, in general, the term Be in (2.6) is different from zero, even if the 
strains vanish, that is, 8£ contains a self-equilibrated state of stress. 

Leaving now the continuum formulation, in a general reference frame 

(0, X1, x2, xa) a solid plate is considered, the midplane of which lies in the 
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{0, x1, x2) plane; the material of the plate is assumed to obey to the above 
shown constitutive law, where the coefficients are conceived as "reduced coeffi

cients" , according to the assumption 0'33 = 0. For such a structural member, 

the stress-strain relationship can be rewritten in terms of characteristics, i.e., 

in terms of bending moments M and midplane curvatures x. 
Let one define the bending moments 

M = l uxa dxa, 

the local- generalized strain relationship 

and the coefficients 

Bx = lBexa dxa 

Cx = l C(x;dxs 

'Dx = l 'Dex~dxa . 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Note that in (2.12) to (2.14) H represents the total plate thickness, while in 
(2.11) the usual Kirchhoff's assumption for thin plates has been made. 

Finally, by virtue of Rel.s (2.6) and (2.12) to (2.14), the constitutive law in 
terms of generalized variables can be expressed as 

(2.15) 

or, using indices instead of matrices 

M ii _ Bii + C'ihkX + ,..ijhkr8X X 
- X X hk vX hk r1 {2.16) 

where i, j, h, k, r, s range from 1 to 2. 

In such a way, Rei. (2.15) (or Rei. (2.16)) represents the general moment
curvature relationship for homogeneous and hyperelastic plates in bending (and 
no matter for possible anisotropies). AB in the continuum case, the coefficients 
Bx, Cx and 'Dx are functions of the three invariants :71 , :72, :73 of the curvature 
tensor. The forms of such functions are obviously unknown, because of their 
dependence on the infinity of terms of order higher than two in development of 
the elastic potential. 
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By the way, the expressions can be immediately explicitated if a truncated 
development in power series is assumed, that is, if only the terms up to the nth 

power are considered. 

An application of such a procedure and its consequences on the constitutive 

law of the adjoint problem will be explained in the next Sections, with reference 
to a sample optimization problem. 

3. The minimum compliance problem for non

linear plates 

With reference to the nonlinear plate formerly defined, a classical optimiza

tion problem will be formulated in this Section, taking into account the moment
curvature relationship in its most general expression. The necessary conditions 
for the optimal solution of the problem will be derived, and their interpretation 
as governing equations of an adjoint problem shown as well. 

As it is well known, (see for example Mroz, Kamat, Plaut [2]), the adjoint 
structure shows a constitutive law deeply different from the one of the actual 
problem, but it seems to be remarkable that the adjoint stiffness coefficients do 
not guarantee the isotropy of the material, because of their non-explicit rep
resentation. If these anisotropies do exist, then their nature can be recognized 

only through a suitable approximation of the actual constitutive law, without 

forgetting a possible dependence of anisotropic properties on the approximation 
itself. 

For a preassigned load distribution p (x1 , x2) acting in xa direction and for 
a given amount of structural volume available, the optimal design problem is 
formulated as the search for the maximum of the global stiffness of the plate, i.e., 
for the minimum of the work performed by the external loads (compliance). The 
function t(:z:1,:z:2) is assumed as design variable and represents the total plate 
thickness for solid plates and the thickness of the external reinforcing layers for 
sandwich plates. 

H w (x1, :z:2) is the displacement function of the plate midplane, in :z:a direc
tion, such a problem can be stated as follows. Find 

inf lpwdfl (3.1) 

where the infimum has to be computed with respect to the state variables Mii, 

----------------------------------------------------
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Xhk, w and to the design variable t, and in complying with equilibrium and 
compatibility conditions and constitutive relationship. 

The equilibrium equation and the compatibility conditions read respectively 

Mii lii + p (Xt, x2) = 0 

Xhk + wlhk = 0 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

while the constitutive law is given by Rei. (2.5). The technological requirements 
can be conceived in the form 

and the condition on the total volume is given as 

l tdO = V. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

In inequalities (3.4) , t and tare prescribed lower and upper bounds, respectively, 
for the thickness distribution of the plate. 

By means of Lagrangian multiplier method (see Save, Prager [7]), the con
strained inf problem stated above can be rewritten as a unconstrained inf sup 

problem in the following way. Find 

inf sup£ 

where the augmented Lagrangian .C reads 

.C = L pw dO + L w• ( Mii lii + p) dO 

+ L M•hk (Xhk + wlhk) dO 

+ l xi; (Mii- tr1- C1hkXhk- V1hkrsXhJcXr,) dO 

(3.6) 

+ l J..ll (t- t) dO+ L l-'2 (1- t) dO+>. (L t dO- V) (3.7) 

obtained appending to the objective function the constraints (3.2) to (3.5) and 
(2.15) through the Lagrangian multipliers w• , M•hk, x•hk, J..lt, J-12 and >.. Ob
serve that the choice of the symbolic representation for multipliers has been 
made in view of their interpretation in the stationarity conditions. Moreover, 
in (3.6) the infimum must be computed again with respect to state functions 
and design variable, while the supremum has to be found· with respect to the 
Lagrangian multipliers. 
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Finally, it must be noticed that while w•, M•hk, xi1 and A, associated 
with equality constraints, are not sign-restricted, the multipliers p 1 and p2 , 

associated to inequalities, must be non- negative. 

As usual, stationarity of (3.7) with respect to the Lagrangian multipliers 

return the constraints together with the so-called orthogonality (or switching) 

conditions 

pl(t- t) = 0 

fJz (t - t) = 0. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Rel.s (3.8) and (3.9) state that the multipliers /Jl and JJ2, in each point of the 

plate, cannot be simultaneously greather than zero, and can be positive only if 
the corresponding bound on thickness function is attained. 

The optimality condition, i.e., the stationarity of .C with respect to the design 

variable t, is given by 

• (sij cijhk 1)ijhlcra ) ' 0 (3 10) -Xij x,t + x,t Xhk + x,t XhkXr• + JJt - J.l2 + "= . . 
Now, the stationarity conditions obtained through a variation of displacement 
function w and bending moments Mii read respectively 

(3.11) 

(3 .12) 

It clearly appears that if M•hk, xti and w* are interpreted as moment, curvature 

and displacement distribution respectively, then Rel.s (3 .11) and (3.12) can be 
seen as equilibrium equation and compatibility condition of an adjoint thin plate 

which shows the same load condition as the actual one. It must be outlined that 
the adjoint load distribution is equal to the actual one only as a consequence of 
the particular optimization problem considered, but this is not the case in the 

most general situation. 

From this standpoint, the adjoint constitutive law can be obtained as the 

stationarity condition of Lagrangian .C with respect to actual curvatures Xhk, 

as 

(3.13) 

(where the derivatives of curvature coefficients with respect to curvatures are 

written in a symbolic way), or, in more compact form, as 
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M •hA: _ c•hkiix!. - ,,. (3.14) 

Now, by virtue of symmetry of actual stress and strain tensors and because 

of its hyperelastic nature, the following symmetries for the fourth order tensor 

C~hA: and for the sixth order tensor V~hA:r• (see Rovati, Taliercio [4]) hold 

(3.15) 

,..ijhA:rl _ ,..jihA:r• = ,..ijA:hr• - 1)ijhbr _ 'Dhkijr• 
VX - VX VX - X - X 

- vhkr•ii - vr•ijhA: - ,..r.hkij - 'DijrlhA: 
- X - X - vX - X ' (3.16) 

By comparing Rel.s (3.13) and (3.14), symmetries (3.15) and (3.16) enable one 
to obtain the following equality 

(3.17) 

that represents the existence condition of an elastic potential from which the 
adjoint constitutive law derives. Thus the adjoint material is hyperelastic. 

Moreover, since the elasticity tensor c•iJhA: (see. Rel. (3.13)) does not depend 

on the adjoint curvatures XhA:, the adjoint material is linear. 
On the other hand, c••Jht depends on the actual state of strain, i.e., on the 

curvatures X hA:; in general, the curvature distribution is not uniform over the 
plate, so that the adjoint material is non- homogeneous. 

Now, if Rei. (3.13) is left in its general form, no further properties of the 

adjoint constitutive law can be shown, and , in particular, it is impossible to 
understand whether the adjoint material is isotropic or, conversely, it shows 
general anisotropy or special elastic symmetries. Furthermore, the complex 

dependence of coefficients Bx, Cx and 'Dx on actual curvatures makes a practical 
application of the optimality criterion method unacceptable. 

For these reasons, a step forward can be made only by introducing some 
approximations on the actual moment-curvature relationship. A natural and 

simple approximation can be found by assuming coefficients Bx, Cx and 'Dx in 
Rei. (2.15) to be independent of curvature x, that means, in other words, to 
write bending moments M as an expansion in power series of curvatures, up to 
the second order, as 

M= B+Cx+Vx
2 (3.18) 

or; in index notation 
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(3.19) 

The constitutive relationship written as in (3.18) or (3.19) represents, of course, 

a first approximation, but, on the other hand, it preserves the nonlinear nature 
of the material, and, moreover, can be handled, as it will be seen later, in a 

much easier way. 
Under such an assumption, the adjoint moment- curvature relationship can 

be rewritten in the simpler form 

M"hk = (c'ihJ: + 2v>ihkr•x,.,) Xii 

and therefore the adjoint tensor of stiffness coefficients reads 

c•iihk = C'ihk + 2v>ihkr•x,.,. 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Now, by virtue of the approximation we have made, and if the actual material 
is isotropic, it Can be shown that tensor c•ijhJ:rs 1 at the Optimum, is Ofthotropic 

(see Rovati, Taliercio [4] for the general three-dimensional case), with principal 
directions of orthotropy directed as the principal directions of curvature in the 
actual plate. 

In order to proof such a property (neglecting in our considerations the 
isotropic contribution of C'ihk in (3.21)), consider the following expression for 

actual curvatures, written in terms of their principal values X(R)• (R = 1, 2), at 
the optimum 

XRS = X(R)ORs (3.22) 

(no summation over R) where ORs is the Kronecker delta. 
Since it is possible to show (see again Ref. [4]) that the sixth order tensor 

Viihkr• depends, in the isotropic case, on three material constants only (indi

cated here as a, {3 and")'), the second term of the right hand side of Rei. (3.21) 
can be rewriten as 

2 

viJHKRSXRS = L XRviJHKRR 

R=l 

or explicitly in the form 

VIJHKRSXRS = [agiJ gHK + {3 (lH lK + /KgJH)] .Jl 
2 

+2 E XR {.8 (l' gHRgKR + gHK /RgJR) 

R=l 

+! [gJ R (l H gK R + l K gH R) + l R (l H gK R + l K gH R)]} 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 
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where gl 1 are the components of the metric tensor. It can be recognized that, 
in (3.24), :lt, which is the linear invariant of the actual curvature tensor, mul

tiply an isotropic term, so that such a term does not enter in this discussion. 

Conversely, it can be easily verified that the second term in (3.23) vanishes if 
any index is repeated an odd number of times, that is, the term vi 1 H K RS XRS, 

and then c•ijh1:, is orthotropic at the optimum, with planes of elastic symmetry 
defined by the principal directions of curvature in the actual structural problem. 

In such a way, it has been shown how much the adjoint constitutive law differs 
from the actual one, and how deep is the influence of the approximations that 
can be done on the most general expression of stress-strain (moment-curvature) 
relationship. The implications that such differences may have on the numerical 
solutions of optimal structural design problems via optimality criteria methods 
are not the subject of the present work, but the great computational effort 

needed, in comparison with linear elastic problems, is well clear, mainly because 
of a not simple updating of the constitutive nature of the adjoint structure, step 
by step, in dependence of the actual strain (curvature) field. 

4 . Governing equations and stationarity condi

tions in polar coordinates 

In the former Section, the general and approximated formulations of the 
minimum compliance problem for elastic nonlinear plates in bending has been 
formulated, in general coordinates. In the present Section, the same problem will 
be specified assuming a polar system p, 8 as reference frame, and the necessary 
conditions for the optimal solution, i.e., the equations governing the behavior 
of an adjoint structural system, will be derived as well. 

If each point of the plate midplane is identified through a radius p and 

an angle 8, and if Mp and Me indicate the moments acting in radial and its 
ortbogonal directions respectively, being Mpe the torsional moment, then the 
equilibrium equation reads 

1 1 1 2 P (Mpp),pp- -pMe,p + P2 Me,ee + P2 (MpeP),p9 + p = 0 (4.1) 

Analogously, if Xpp and X99 are the midplane curvatures in p and 8 directions, 
Xpe is the torsional midplane curvature and w (p, 8) is the normal displacement, 
the compatibility conditions must be written in the form 

XPP +w,pp = 0 (4.2) 
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1 1 
XBB + -w,p + 2w,99 = 0 

p p 
(4.3) 

Xpe+2(~w) =0 
p ,p8 

(4.4) 

Then, it is again assumed that the approximate moment-curvature relationship 

(3.19) holds 

{4.5) 

where indices i,j,k,r,s range now between p and 0. 

If the minimum compliance problem for the plate is again dealt with, then 
objective function and technological constraints are given by Rel.s (3.2) and 

(3.3), while state equations by Rel.s ( 4.1) to ( 4.5). In such a way, the Lagrangian 
functional takes the form 

c 

+ l xi; (Mii- Si - cijhkXhA:- 'Dijhkr 1 XhkXr•) pdpdO 

+ L [lldt - t) + /l2 (t- t)] pdpdO + ,\ {l tpdpdO- V}. (4.6) 

Also in the present case the symbols for the Lagrangian multipliers have been 
chosen in a suitable way, that is, to make clearer the interpretation of adjoint 
variables. 

As usual, stationarity of ( 4.6) with respect to multipliers returns the con
straints and the switching conditions, while the stationarity with respect to Mi; 

( i, j = p, 0) furnishes the adjoint compatibility conditions 

w~pp + x;p = 0 

1 • 1 • • 0 -wp+ - 2 w/JIJ+Xee = 
p ' p ' 

2 (~w·) + x;e = 0. 
p ,p8 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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The adjoint constitutive law is given by a variation of ( 4.6) with respect to 
actual curvatures, that reads 

( 4.10) 

which shows the same structure and the same mechanical features as (3.20). 

Moreover, stationarity with respect to displacement function w gives the 
adjoint equilibrium equation 

PP+ (pM;) •PP -M9,p + ~M8,ee + ~ (M;eP) ,pe = 0. (4.11) 

Finally, the optimality condition, i.e., stationarity of .C with respect to the design 
variable t is expressed as 

• (Bij Cijhk viihkr• ) , 0 -Xij ,t + ,t Xhk + ,t XhkXr• +Ill - Jl2 + -" = (4.12) 

that is in the usual form of mutual energy derived with respect to the design 
variable. Also in this case it must be observed that, if the bounds on maximum 

and minimum thickness are not attained, then the optimal solution is charac
terized by a constant value of such a mutual energy. On the other hand, it must 
be noticed, once again, that the solution of the optimality condition through 
the simultaneous solutions of both actual and adjoint structures is in this case 

much more complicated than in the case of linear elastic structures, because of 
the particular mechanical behavior of the adjoint problem. 

As a further illustrative example, the above formulated problem can be 
rewritten in a much simpler form, if the analysis is restricted to particular ge
ometries. If material and geometric conditions of axisymmetry are considered, 
then every derivative operator with respect to the variable 0 vanishes as well as 

torsional moment Mpe and curvature Xpe. Then, equilibrium and compatibility 
conditions read respectively 

1 )" 1 1 - (Mpp - - M9 + p = 0 
p p 

XPP = -w" 

1 I xee = --w 
p 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

where a prime denotes derivative with respect to the independent variable p. 

Then, from Rel.s (4.7), (4.8) and (4.11) the compatibility and equilibrium 
equations of the adj~int problem read 
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1 
-w*' +x611 = o 
p 

pp+ {pM;)"- M8' = 0. 

C. CJNQUINI 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

It must be remembered that, in the axisymmetric case, the principal directions of 
generalized strain -and stress (curvature and moment) in each point of the plate 
are collinear with the radial and circumferential directions. The adjoint material 
is again orthotropic, with constitutive law given by Rel. (4.10) and principal 
directions of orthotropy directed along the principal directions of strain. 

In this case, from Rel.s (3.21) and (3.24) an explicit form can be provided 
for the elastic coefficients of the adjoint problem 

C*PPPP = CPPPP + 2 [DPPPPPPXpp + DppppiiiiX99] = 
= CPPPP + 2 [(a+ 2/3) (Xpp + XIIII) + 4 (/3 + 2r) Xpp] 

c•llllllll = 0 11u11 + 2 [DIIIIIIIIppXpp + nllllllllllllx1111 ] = 

= C
111199 + 2 ((a+ 2/3) (Xpp + XIIII) + 4({3 + 2-y) XIIII) 

C*PPIIII = Cppl/ll + 2 [DPPIIIIppXpp + DPP99119 xee] = 
= Cppllll + 2 (a+ 2{3) (Xpp + XIIII) = c•llllpp 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

Consider now the problem of a circular plate with piecewise constant thickness, 
i.e., a plate constituted by rings of constant thickness. If M is the total number 
of rings and Rm (m= 1, ... , M) denotes the radius of the boundary between 
the m-th and the (m+ 1 )-th element, the condition on the total volume of Rel. 
( 4.5) has to be modified in the form 

M 

1r L (R!a - R~-1) tm = V (4.22) 
m:l 

The state functions can be suitably referred ring by ring and the continuity con
ditions at the internal boundaries p = Rm are to be considered for displacement 
and slope functions w and w', for bending moment Mp and for shear forces 
(pMp)'- Me. 

Then the Lagrangian functional takes the form 
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(4.23) 

The stationarity conditions of C provide the state equations for the adjoint 
problem, for which the relevant continuity conditions at the internal boundaries 

Rm are found as natural boundary conditions. 
Finally, the optimality criterion reads 

-2?r lR"' x~'!l)• (Bii + (jihi:X(m) + rjihl:r•x(m}X(m)) pdp 
., ·'"' ,t,. hi: ,t,. hi: ,., R.,._, 

+Ptm - /J2m + .b (R! - .R!-t) = 0 (4.24) 

where the mutual energy derived with respect to the design variable is integrated 
over every ring of constant thickness. 

5. Conclusions 

As in linear elastic case, the variational formulation of an optimal design 
problem in nonlinear field leads to the definition of an adjoint problem. How

ever, the constitutive law of this adjoint problem has been shown to be linear, 
even if the actual is nonlinear, and non-homogeneous. In particular, a strict 
dependence of the adjoint stiffness coefficients on the actual strain (curvature) 
field has been pointed out. All these features, which are well clear in the general 
formulation of stress-strain relationship here developed, can be enriched of more 
informations when the generality is left. 

An example of the influence of approximations on the adjoint constitutive 
law has been carried out in this paper, where a quadratic dependence of stresses 
(bending moments) on strains (curvatures) has been assumed, leading to an 
adjoint constitutive law which shows linearity, non-homogeneity and, as a con

sequence of the approximation, also orthotropy. 
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